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UEMS Section of Surgery perspective for the future of the surgical profession in Europe
Medical School years

Specialty choice modules

Electives

Mentorship

A decision to follow the road of surgery based on facts and personal reflection
Training years - framework

Well designed pathway that offers direction and hope

Internal and external benchmarking and monitoring of progress

Tailored training: support individual needs and individual talents

Inspire dedication, enthusiasm and pride
Training years - competencies

History – Tradition

Surgical/ Clinical skills

Research (especially translational)

Education

Ethics – Governance

Management
Training years - assessment

Trainers

Training centres

Trainee: assessment benchmarking
National – European – International
Practicing years
Well rounded healthcare professional

Balance: personal/ professional life

Balance: cutting edge/ function in a unit

Active in the broader community

Self – awareness

Revalidation

Re-discover yourself
Retirement years

Formal opportunity for reflection

Mentorship

Fun!!!
Proposal

THE FUTURE OF THE SURGICAL PROFESSION

Consultation National Surgical Associations

Workshop: National Associations/ UEMS
Surgery:

One of the greatest, most fascinating journeys in life!!!